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Let P be a predicate defined on finite sets of positive integers and define L,(n) to be the 
Largest cardinality of subsets of (1, 2, . . . , n} for which P is false. We exhibit conditions on P 
which force the existence of integers N, M, and K so that L&I + M) = L,(n) + K whenever 
n > N. For such predicates we say that L, increases periodically. In particular, we show that if 
D is a finite set of tuples of positive integers, then L, increases periodically for the predicate 
P = “X contains an s-tuple {ai}: with {a,+l -a,};-’ m D”. This extends the main result in [2], 
as well as results of ErdBs, Hemminger and McKay, Liu, and Wagstaff. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout, P will denote a predicate defined on finite sets of positive integers, 
[n] will denote the interval of integers (1, 2, . . . , n}, and X will denote a finite 
set of positive integers. We say X is P-admissible (or admissible) in case P(X) is 
false. For n any positive integer, we define 
L,(n) = max{ 1x1: X c [n] and P(X) is false}. 
We call Lp the maximal length function for the predicate P. We say Lp increases 
periodically in case there exist positive integers N, M and K such that n > iV 
implies Lp satisfies the difference equation Lp(n + M) = K + L,(n). We say 
X c [n] realizes L,(n) if X is admissible and 1x1 = L,(n). 
The main result of this paper is: 
Theorem 1. Let D be a finite nonvoid set of tuples (not necessarily the same 
length) of positive integers. For n 2 1 define L,(n) by LD(n) = max{(XI :X G [n] 
and X does not contain an increasing s-tuple {ai}; with difference sequence 
{u,+~ - ai}i-l E D} . Then th ere exist positive integers, N, M and K such that n > M 
implies LD satisfies the difference equation LD(n + M) = LD(n) + K. 
To prove Theorem 1 we investigate predicates defined on finite sets of positive 
integers. In Section 2 four key properties of such predicates P are identified 
which, together, cause L, to increase periodically. Section 3 contains a series of 
lemmas. Theorem 1 is proven in Section 4. Thanks are due to Paul Erdijs and 
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John Wetzel for suggesting this sequel to [2]. Credit is also due to four demanding 
referees. 
Five examples of predicates whose maximal length function increases peri- 
odically are: 
P1: X is empty. 
P2: Two elements of X differ by 21. (See the Chessmaster Problem discussed in 
PI)* 
P3; X contains two elements whose difference lies in D, a fixed finite set of 
integers. (See [2]). 
Pa: X has a b-element subset contained in an interval of length c (where b <c 
are fixed) or X contains two elements which differ by d. (See the Generalized 
Chessmaster Problem, discussed in [3], completely solved in [4]). 
Ps: X contains an arithmetic progression of length k with common difference 
lying in D, a fixed finite set of integers. 
Justification that PI has maximal length function which increases periodically is 
trivial. The verification for the other four predicates follows from Theorem 1. An 
example of a predicate whose maximal length function does not increase 
periodically is 
Q: X contains an element which is not a power of 2. 
Note that a set is Q-admissible if and only if it consists entirely of integral 
powers of 2. Thus Lo(n) is realized by the set of all integral powers of two not 
greater than IZ. Therefore Lo(n) = [log;?(rr)] + 1, and so L, does not increase 
periodically. 
2. Local gap conditions 
For X and Y sets of positive integers, we write X < Y in case every element of 
X is less than each element of Y. Throughout we assume the sequence 
representation of XE[~] is X={X~,...,X~} with x1<x2<*..<x,. The 
sequence of gaps associated with X is G(X) = {gi}fZ: where gi =xi+, -xi for 
i E [t - 11. If 1x1 = 1 we write G(X) = (0). I n case X is void, then G(X) is void. If 
G is a (t - 1)-tuple of positive integers, t 2 2, and r is a positive integer, the 
sequence with first term r, and having G as gap sequence, will be denoted S,(G). 
We let S,({O}) denote {r}. Note that S,(@) is void and that S,,(G(X)) = X, i.e. X 
is uniquely determined by its first term and its gap sequence. If {xi}; is any 
sequence of positive integers then the block B = hl, . . . , h, of index j and length 
m is said to appear in the sequence {Xi}f=l in case hi =~j+~_~ for i E [ml. Two 
blocks are said to be identical in case they have the same length and identical 
terms. We denote the concatenation of block A followed by B as AB. The 
concatenation of r-copies of the block B will be denoted by B’. The length of the 
block B will be denoted 1 BI, the sum of its terms will be denoted E (B). We now 
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state four conditions of predicates P which, taken together, force L, to be 
eventually periodic. 
(Tl): The predicate P is said to be translation invariant in case P(X) = 
P(X + k) for all positive integers k. (Here X + k = {x + k :x E X}.) 
(BH): A predicate P is called block hereditary in case X is P-admissible implies 
that all blocks appearing in X are also P-admissible. 
(UB): We say P is uniformly bounded if there exists an integer U > 0 such that 
if X is P-admissible and G(X) contains a term greater than (I, then there exists 
an admissible set X’ such that [Xl< IX’1 and max X’ c max X. 
If P is uniformly bounded we let U, denote the minimal positive integer 
satisfying the property of the definition of UB. Note that the maximal length 
function for a uniformly bounded predicate P is realized by a sequence having no 
gaps greater than or equal to U,. 
(LE): There exists an integer E > 0 such that if IB( > E and A < B < C, and 
A U B and B U C are P-admissible then A U B U C is P-admissible. If P satisfies 
LE we let EP denote the minimal integer E for which the property of the 
definition holds. 
Those predicates which satisfy all four conditions TI, BH, LE, and UB are said 
to be governed by local gap conditions. In Section 3 we show that Lp increases 
periodically if Lp is unbounded and P is governed by local gap conditions. 
However, not all predicates which increase periodically are governed by local gap 
conditions. For example, let P be governed by local gap conditions with Lp 
unbounded. By Theorem 6 there exist N, M, and K with Lp(n + M) = K + L,(n) 
whenever n > N. Assume that M > K, and let the predicate P’ be defined by X is 
P’-admissible if and only if X is p-admissible or there exist n such that 
X = [L,(n) - l] U {n}. Then P’ is not governed by local gap conditions (TZ, BH 
and UB all fail), yet L,(n) = L,.(n) for all n Z= 1 so Lp, increases periodically. 
3. Consequences of local gap conditions 
Theorem 2 states several elementary results which follow immediately from the 
definitions. 
Theorem 2. Let P and Q be predicates defined on all finite sets of positive integers. 
Then 
(i) Zf P = >Q then for all n, L,(n) 3 L,(n). 
(ii) For all n, L,,,(n) 2 L,(n) 3 L,,&n). 
(iii) Zf m > n, then L,(m) 2 L,(n). 
(iv) Zf P is BH, then Lp(n + m) s L,(n) + m. 
(v) Zf P is TZ, L,(n) > L,(n - l), and X realizes L,(n), then 
(1) (1, n> CX 
(2) c (G(X)) = n - 1 
(3) L,(n) = 1x1 = 1 + lG(X)l. 
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(vi) Zf P is TZ and BH then for rn, n positive integers, 
Lp(n + m) =z L,(n) + L,(m). 
Note that Theorem 2(vi) says that predicates which are translation invariant 
and block hereditary have subadditive maximal length functions. In special cases, 
this subadditivity allows one to obtain formulas for Lp. For instance, if P is the 
predicate “X contains a k-term arithmetic progression with common difference 
d,” then 
L,(n) = (k - 1) . d . [fi] + min{d * (k - l), n mod(k * 4). 
This and similar formulas can be found in [2]. 
Our next three lemmas show that if Lp is unbounded, P is governed by local 
gap conditions, and n is suitably large, then L,(n) is realized by a set with gap 
sequence having block form ZB’T. This repeating block structure of the gap 
sequence is what forces the periodic increase of Lp. 
Lemma 3. Suppose P satisfies BH, TZ,, and LE with extendibility constant Ep. Let 
X be the lexicographically minimal realizing sequence for L,(n) and suppose 
L,(n) > L,(n - 1). Zf G(X) = ZABCT = Z’AB’CT’, IAl 2 Ep, ICI 2 EP and IB( = 
JB’(, then the blocks B and B’ are identical. 
Proof. First we show the sequences S,(Z’ABCT’) and &(ZAB’CT) are admis- 
sible. Let a = 1 + C (Z’), b = a + C (A), c = b + C (B), and d = c + C (C). By 
hypothesis IAI, ICI 2 EP so IS,(A)1 > EP and IS,(C)] > Ep. Together BH and TZ 
imply that S,(ABC), S,(C), and SJCT’) are admissible. But S,(AB) <S,(C) < 
S,(T’) so by LE it follows that S,(ABCT’) is admissible. Moreover, by BH and 
TZ, the sequences S,(Z’A) and S,(A) are admissible. But S,(Z’) < S,(A) < 
S,(BCT’) and IS,(A)1 >zEp so by LE it follows that S,(Z’ABCT’) is admissible. 
But IS,(Z’ABCT’)J = 1x1, so SI(Z’ABCT’) realizes L,(n). The proof that 
&(ZAB’CT) realizes L,(n) is similar. We observe that C (B) 2 C (B’) for 
otherwise the admissibility of S,(Z’ABCT’) would render L,(m) 2 L,(n) where 
m = 1 + C (Z’ABCT’) <n, contrary to Theorem 2(iii). Likewise, c (B) s c (B’). 
Thus the blocks B and B’ have the same length and sum. If one of them, say B’, 
were smaller in the lexicographical ordering, then S,(ZAB’CT) would precede 
X = &(ZABCT), contrary to the assumption that X is a minimal realizing 
sequence. Hence B and B’ are identical blocks, which completes the proof. q 
Lemma 4. Let P be governed by local gap conditions. Suppose L,(n) > 3(Up)2EP 
and that L,(n) > L,(n - 1). Zf X is minimal in the lexicographical order among all 
sequences realizing L,(n), then there exists an integer p < (Up)2EP and blocks I, B, 
and T, each of length less than or equal to p, such that the gap sequence G(X) has 
block form ZB * - - BT. 
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Proof. Write EP as E and UP as U. Let G(X) = {gi};-’ where t = 1x1. By the 
remark following the definition of UB, it follows that gi < U for i = 1, . . . , t - 1. 
Hence each block {gi}z+E-l of G(X) having length E is an element of the 
Cartesian product [VI”. Consider the 1 + UzE pairs of blocks (A,, Cm) = 
({gi}z+E-l> {gi}lZi+E-’ ) where .z=t-(UzE+E+l) and where 16m<UzE+ 
1. (Note, z is so chosen that the blocks C, constitute the last UzE + 1 blocks of 
G(X) of length E.) By the pigeonhole principle, there exist integers j and j’ with 
1 cj <j’ s U2E + 1 and with (Aj, Cj) and (A,,, Cj*) identical pairs of blocks. 
Let AiBiCj = {gi}~+r+E-l and Aj,Bj,Cj, = {gi}kk’+‘+E-l. Then Lemma 3 implies 
the blocks AjBjCj and Aj*Bj,Cj, are identical. Thus gk+i = gk,+i for 0 < i c z + E - 
1 whence {gi}~‘+r+E-l consists of repeated copies of the block B = {g,}:‘-’ 
followed, perhaps, by an initial segment, B” of the block B. Let Z = {gi}f-’ and 
let T denote B” concatenated with {gi}iYir+E 
Then )ZI = k - l< U2E, IBI = k’ -k < U2E and ITI = lB”l + t - (k’ + E + z) < 
(k’ - k) + U2E + 1 - k’ s U2E. If p is the maximum of 111, IBI, and ITI, then 
p < UzE and G(X) has block form ZB . . * BT where each of Z, B, and T has block 
length at most p. This proves the lemma. 0 
Let P be any predicate governed by local gap conditions. Since {L,(n)}; is a 
sequence of nondecreasing integers, either Lp is bounded (and hence eventually 
constant) or lim,,, L,(n) is infinite. For the remainder of the paper we consider 
predicates governed by local gap conditions and having unbounded maximal 
length function. For such predicates there are infinitely many values of 12 for 
which the hypothesis of Lemma 4 apply. We say the triple (I, B, T) realizes 
L,(n) in the gap sequence associated with the lexicographically minimal realizing 
sequence for L,(n) has block form ZB * - * BT and I, B, T all have lengths not 
greater than p, as in the conclusion of Lemma 4. Let B be the collection of all 
such triples which realize L,(n) in this manner for infinitely many values of IZ. 
Note that B is a finite set. Let K be the least common multiple of the lengths of 
blocks B for which there exist Z and T with (I, B, T) in B. We may assume 
without loss of generality that K > E,. 
Each minimal gap sequence for (I, B, T) in B can be represented as 
Z’B’ . . - B’T’ where I’ = Z, and B’ is KIIBI copies of B, and where T’ is void or 
is that portion of the representation ZB - . - BT which cannot be absorbed in the 
last copy of B ‘. Let B’ denote the collection of all such representations 
(I’, B’, T’) which occur infinitely often. Note that B’ is also finite. By the 
definition of B’, if (Z’, B’, T’) is in B’, then IB’l = K. By Lemma 4, if 12 is large 
enough and L,(n) > Lp(n - 1) then L,(n) is realized by some triple in B’. Let 
(I’, B’, T’) in B’ correspond to (I, B, T) in B in this fashion. By Lemma 4, 
there exists a positive integer p such that 111 up, I BI up and I TI sp. It follows 
then that 11’1 up, IB’I = Kp, and IT’1 S Kp +p for all triples (I’, B’, T’) in B'. 
Thus, all triples in B’ also satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 4 (with p replaced by 
(K + 1)~). 
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We will use the set B’ to prove if P is governed by local gap conditions and Lp 
is unbounded, then Lp increases periodically. We prove a preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 5. Assume Lp is unbounded. Zf (I, B, T) and (I’, B’, T’) belong to B’, 
then C (B) = C (B’). 
Proof. Let (I, B, T) and (Z’, B’, T’) be any two triples in B’. Just suppose 
C (B) < C (B’). Then C (B’) = r + C (B) f or some positive integer r. Choose an 
integer s so that SK > 11’1 + IT’I. By the definition of B’, there exist infinitely 
many integers n for which (I’, B’, T’) realizes L,(n). For such integers n, we 
have L,(n) = 1 + C (Z’) + C (T’) + kK, and n = 1 + C (I’) + C (T’) + k C (B’). 
Choose the integer n large enough so that C (Z’) + C (T’) + kr > s C (B’). For 
such a choice of n we have n = 1 + C (Z’) + C (T’) + kr + k C (B) > 1 + 
s C (B) + k C (B) = 1 + (S + k) C (B). Thus the sequence X = S,(B”+k) is admis- 
sible for L,(n). This sequence has length 1x1 = 1 + (S + k) IBI = 1 + SK + kk > 
1 + 11’1 + IT’1 + kK = L,(n). This contradicts Z’B’ . . . B’T’ realizing L,(n). Thus 
C (B) > C (B’) cannot occur. Likewise C (B) < C (B’) is impossible, so C (B) = 
C (B’), which proves the lemma. 0 
Theorem 6. Zf P is governed by local gap conditions and Lp is unbounded, then 
Lp increases periodically. 
Proof. Let K be the (common) length of blocks B for which there exist Z, T with 
(I, B, T) in B’. By Lemma 5 all such blocks have the same sum. Let M = C (B) 
denote this constant. Choose N to be the least integer such that if n > N and 
L,(n) > L,(n - l), then L,,(n) is realized by a triple (I, B, T) in B’ where the 
gap sequence contains at least two copies of the block B. 
First we show Lp(n + M) = K + L,(n) for n > N and L,(n) > Lp(n - 1). Let n 
be such a value and let L,(n) be realized by (I, B, T) in B’ where the realization 
is ZB”T. Recall K 3 Ep, so by local extendibility and translation invariance of the 
predicate P, the sequence S,(Z’(B)“+‘T) is admissible. Thus L,(n + M) 2 K + 
L,(n). Just suppose Lp(n + M) > K + L,(n). Let m be the largest integer not 
larger than n + M such that L,(m) > L,(m - 1). Let (Z’, B’, T’) in B’ realize 
L,(m) with corresponding gap sequence Z’(B’)rT’. Then m > n so that m > N. 
Hence r 22, so by LE and TZ, the sequence SI(Z’(B’)‘-lT’) is admissible. 
Therefore Lp(m - M) 3 Lp(n + M) - K 2 L,(n) + K - K = L,(n). This con- 
tradicts Theorem 2(iii), since L,(n) > L,(n - 1) and m - M <n. Thus if n > N 
and Lp increases at n, then Lp(n + M) = K + L,(n). 
Finally, let n > N with Lp not increasing at It. Let It’ be the largest integer Sn 
for which Lp does increase. Then L,(n) = L,(n’) and L,(n’ + M) = K + L,(n’). 
Then as above, Lp(n + M) > K + L,(n’) = K + L,(n). If Lp(n + M) > K + L,(n), 
then choose n” to be the smallest integer for which Lp(n”) = Lp(n + M). Then as 
above, we obtain It’ <n” - M < n with Lp(n” - M) = L,(n), contrary to the 
choice of n’. This establishes Theorem 6. 0 
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4. Proof of the main theorem 
We now prove Theorem 1. Let D be a finite set of tuples of positive integers. If 
D is void, then Lu(n) = n and we may take N = M = K = 1. If D is nonempty let 
P be the predicate “X contains a sequence {a,}; with {ai+i - Ui}sl-’ in D”. Then, 
for all it, L,(n) = L,(n). Clearly P satisfies conditions TZ and BH. Let d = 
max{max d : d E t for some t in D}. An easy check shows that P satisfies UB and 
LE with E = max{ C (t): t E D} and U = 2 + 2d. All finite subsets of the set 
{k(d+l):k=1,2,...} are P-admissible, so Lp is unbounded. Thus Lp is 
unbounded and P is governed by local gap conditions, so Theorem 1 follows as a 
special case of Theorem 6. q 
In conclusion, we note that predicates satisfying TI, BH, UB, and LE have 
frequently occurred in the literature as illustrated by P,-P,. However, the 
asymptotic behavior of maximal length functions for general predicates is 
unknown, even for special cases such as the Erd8s $3,000 Problem [l, 61. 
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